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Abstract
Siirfac-e metrology lyy structured light projection has been a standard technique
in industry for many years. However, when the surface under test is reflective or
specular it is impossible to use tliis particular method. In this instance a modihed
])ro('('dur(' calk'd "Fringe Refl{'ction” is us('d.

In this t('chni(ju(' ])att('rns similar

to structured light ar(^ projected onto a screen, located remotely from the surface,
and fringe ])atterns, reflected via the surface, are recorded using a CCD-carnera.
To ix'C'over the range data of such a surface from a set of images taken, a phase
unwrapi)ing algorithm is used. For the pur])os(' and needs of the work ])resented in
this thesis tlu' ’'Tem])oral Phase Unwrai)])ing'’ method was found to l)e most reliable
and ac(‘urate. This was suc'cessfully ini])leni('nted })rogranimatically using National
InstruiiK'iits’ Lab VIEW (c) software. A Fully functional test-bed was asseml)led to
demonstrate a stable and efficient system o])eration.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Surface inetrology is the study of the surface geometry. Surface ])rimary form, sur
face vvaviiiess and surface roughness are the parameters most commonly associated
with the held. The approach is to analyze and measure a surface in order to under
stand how its texture is influenced by the properties of the object under test [1-3].
Exanii)les of industrial a])phcations of surface measurement include part ins])ection,
(luality control, 3-D digital j)art replication and others [4]. For api)hcati(ms of i)art
ins])('ction and (luaiity control, the shaj)es of the object under test need to be mea
sured to com])are against nominal (original) data, so that i)ossible defects can be
detected and lu'cessary actions taken. A typical example is an automatic online
ins])(H;tion in a manufacturing process, where surfaces of the i)arts need to be fully
or ])artially measured and analyzed in real time. Errors in measurements can lead
to false ins])ection that results in acceptalde i)arts feeing rejected and defective ])arts
being accepted. On the other hand, industrial production is a non-stop process,
which recpiires all the measurements to be conducted ciuickly. Therefore, speed of
measurement as well as accuracy accuracy are equally important.

1.1

Shape Acquisition

The surface sha])e is the overall geometry of the area of interest. “Area of interest”
varies according to the application. For example, when measuring the toi)ography of
a micro-lens, “sha])e” might be described as a measurement of the lens’ curvature, as
conii)ared to a manufacturing specification [5]. Ultimately, this is a measure of the
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lens’ ability to focus correctly. Measuring surface shape requires a measured field of
view large enough to include shape geometries. The diagram in Figure 1.1.1 displays
available techniques used in industrial a])phcations to perform sha])e measurements.

Figure 1.1.1: Shape measurement techniques
A full list of standardized sha])e measurement instruments can be found in [6]. All
available instruments are well established technologies. The ex})ansion of interest in
nano-technology raises issues about available up to date techniciues to use at micron
and nanometer resolution [4]. The main challenge when moving to mecisuring smaller
features is to choose the best available metrology method for the particular case [7].
All measurement techniques currently used in industry/research have advantages
and disadvantages, depending on the properties of the test sam])le and test results
recjiiired. Therefore choosing the right measurement technique is crucial for shape
accpiisition [8].
The majority of surface metrology equipment used in industry are contact based,
even though the number of available non-contact surface metrology techniques is
greater.

1.2

Contact Surface Metrology Techniques

Coiitacl tecliiiiciues reciiiire iiiecliaiiical parts, such as a stylus, to l)e placed in contact
with the measured object, and in most cases needs to be able to move across the
surface to measure 2 or 3-D surface profile. Exam])les of such devices are Coordinate
Measuring Machines (CMM) [9] and Laser Tracking Systems (LTS) [10]. The need
for ])hysical contact leads to the following disadvantages:
• Surface of the object under test must be touched, therefore it may be scratched
or damaged during the measurement process.
• When measuring a large surface area with high resolution recpiired, it may
take a long time for the measuring pen to move along the surface.
• Contact methods cannot be used for the ineasurement of soft surfaces.
• They are designed primarily to measure a single trace{i)alh) of data(2-D). 3-D
measurement can be limited or time consuming.
• All contact based techniciues are indirect measurements. This is clearly illus
trated in the Figure 1.2.1. 3-D point coordinates obtained during measurement
l)rocess are not the objexl’s surface i)oints, but t he center i)oint of the spherical
measuring tip of the j)rofiler moving along the surface. This leads to the final
measurement data being estimated to the radius size of the measuring tip.

Points actually
measured

Stage

Figure 1.2.1: Contact-based techniques are indirect measurements
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1.3

Non-contact Surface Metrology Techniques

The disadvantages inherent in contact-based surface nieasnreinent techni(iiies led
l)e()ple to develop different methods, therefore a number of non-contact solutions
were develo])ed and are now increasingly being used in industrial applications [11].
Non-contact techniques have the following advantages:
• The surface of the test object does not get touched, therefore the sample
cannot be damaged [12].
• The measurement time is typically much faster (millions of 3-D points can be
measured in seconds).
• The surface' can be measured through transparent mediums, such as plastic
film, water or glass.
• Very good measurement accuracy can be achieved with some of the tee'hnieiues
(e.g. Interferometry [13], Structured Light })rojection [14] etc.).

1.4

Shape Measurement using Digital Fringe Pro
jection

Sha])e measurement by structured light projection has been a standard non-contact
techni(iue in industry for many years [15]. It is a j)rocess of i)rojecting a known
I)attern of ])ixels (often grids or horizontal bars) onto a scene (see Fig. 1.4.1).

Figure 1.4.1: Examples of projection })atterns used by 3-D shai)e measurement
systenis(htti): //www.springerimages.com)
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A typical sha])e measureiiieiit system ])ased on struclmed light consists of a
])rojection unit and one or more cameras. Images of the test object illuminated
by the structured light i)attern are captured by caincra(s) during the ineasnrement.
The deformation of a particular })attern on the surface of the object allows vision
systems to calculate the de])th and surface information in the scene, as used in
structured light 3-D scanners [16].
Although there are many projection patterns available, patterns consisting of a
series of horizontal or vertical stripes (fringes) are the most commonly used [17 19].
The intensity distributions of the ])atterns can be described by the Eq. 1.4.1:
r(P)

y)

=

.

, 2'kx

(ii —

Dtt

1 + sm ( ---- + ^^
P

2

(1.4.1)

where x and y are the coordinates on the horizontal and vertical axes of the
bitma])s resi)ectively, n represents the ])hase-shift step, Imas in the maxinmm inten
sity in the bitmaps, p is the fringe ])itch and ln\x.y) is the intensity distribution
of the //-111 iiattern.

Figure 1.4.2: a-d) Fringe patterns of various freipiencies; e) Sinusoidal nature of
fringe iiattern
The projection patterns dehned in Eq. 1.4.1 are in fact vertical fringe patterns.
Horizontal fringe pattern can be dehned in a similar way.
Wlien the ])atterns are jirojected onto the surface of the object and seen from
different viewpoints, fringes appear geometrically distorted due to the surface shape
of the object. The disi^lacement of the stripes allows for an exact retrieval of the
12

3-1) coordinate's of any details on the object’s surface (Fig. 1.4.3).
light
stripe

shaped
object

object
pixel

Figure' 1.4.3: Ge'oniet rie-al elefeainatieai of a single stri])e ])re)jeK‘te'el eaito a simple 3-D
snrfaet' [20]
The ce)rresi)e)neling shape ineasnrement teeTniepie using fringe patterns is often
referre'el te) as Shape IMeasnreinent baseel e)n Fringe Pre)jee“tie)n (SMFP). Ce)ni])areel
te) traelitie)nal ])re)je'ction emits such as those ]:)aseel on a glass grating [21], white
light [22] e)r laser [23] interfereenietry, ceempiiter jerojectors are wielely nse'el as a
l)redee:tie)n unit for SMFP systems.

1.5

Advantages of SMFP

CeemjrareM to eether nem-contact sha])e ineasnrement techniejnes, SMFP has several
aelvantages. [24 26]. Since the comparison of non-contact techniepies is out of the
scojie of this iireiject, in the following section a comparison between SMFP and two
other out of many non-contact methods will be given. The advantages of SMFP will
be pointed out to show why it is a ]3referable choice for many industrial apjilications.
The laser scanning is a technique liased on measuring the surface of an object
by scanning a laser lieani on the object and observing the position of the laser
spots from different angles using cameras (see Fig 1.5.1 a). This method offers
13

good iiioasiireiiieiit aociiracy and high data rate [27]. Moreover, the scanner can be
designed of a coni]jaet size and very light weight [28]. On the down side laser scanner
can only measure points that are in the scanning plane of the laser beam. The object
or scanner itself must be moved aromid the sample under test in order to jDrodnce a
full ol)ject scan. In comparison a SMFP system is able to measure ol)jects surface
without any external driving mechanism and with faster overall speed. Also, SMFP
systems are ninch cheaper than a typical laser scanner, due to the use of digital
cameras and conii)nter projectors as their main components.

V

b)
Figure 1.5.1; Non-contact shape measnrement techniques; a) Schematic diagram of
laser scanning teclmicine (www.david-laserscanner.coni); b) Schematic diagram of
Photogrammetry teclmicine (Picture courtesy of Gc'odetic Systems, Inc.)
Pliotograinmetry is a teclmicine based on multiple-view geometry, where images
of the object are taken by two or more cameras and digitally combined to produce
a 3-D view of the object (see Fig 1.5.1 b). Comparcxl to SMFP, the data rate of
photogrammetry signihcantly lower, which means it is not usually used for complex
shapes, but often as a tool for taking images of large objects (relief of land surface).
From the above comparison it is evident that SMFP technicines have higher data
rates and faster measnrement speed. It has a potential of achieving sufficiently high
accuracy to satisfy the needs of many industrial applications involving objects with
complex shapes and discontinuous surfaces, depending on the eciuipment used.
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Chapter 2
Phase Shifting Method
The ])luise shifting method is widely used to obtain acenrate phase values of points on
the objeet’s surface tinder the test, from wliich exact 3-D positions of the jioints can
lie determined. Dnring the phase shifting procedure, also called the ])hase-ste])ping
method, a series of sinusoidal fringe jiatterns are projected onto the measnring sur
face. Meanwhile, images of the surface are taken by a camera. A 2-D matrix of
])has(' values can t hen be calcnlatc'd from a set of images, where! each element in the
matrix C(aresponds t-o a jiixel in th(' image plane of the camera, corresiionding in
turn to a miicine iioint on th(' surface. This matrix is c:alled the “jihase niaj)” of the
surface'.
The basic id(!a of ])hase shifting can be illnstratcxl using the classic 4-stt'p ineTliod.
The full (k'seription of 4-ste]) method is presented is Section 2.3. A set of 4 vertical
(horizontal) fringes is jirojected directly onto an ol)je!Ct with jiliase in each of the
following images being shiftexl by | (Fig 2.0.1).
Using the 4-fringe projection pattern defined in Eq 1.4.1 for n = 1,...,4, the
corres])onding images of the surface are taken and a “wrajiped” jihase map 0(q j),
which has value range of [—tt.tt], can be calculated.

2.1

Phase Unwrapping

In the ])hase-shifting method, the sinusoidal fringe jjattern with zero phase shift
carries the absolute phase information that is defined implicitly on itself and its
Iihase-shifted comitei’iiarts. Although the intensity distribution in a sinusoidal fringe
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imimi

IliliiHI

Figure 2.0.1: Fringe pattern where phase values are shifted by | in every consecutive
image.
])att(‘rii r(!peats itself from fringe to fringe, the absolute phase values emi)loyed in
one fringe do not overla]) with the phase values in another fringe, due to the use
of fringe order information. However, when the using phase-shifting method for
a j)hase iiK^asnrement, the accpiired ])hase nia{) of the surface being measured is a
“wrapi)ed” ])hase iiia]), which means the fringe order information has been lost. In
order to nx'over th(' fringe orders and obtain the absolute ])hase map of the surface, a
phas(' unwrapping proc(^ss has to be i)erfornied. An exam])le of a phase unwrapping
I)rocedure is rej)resented in Figure 2.1.1.

Unwrapped

Wrapped

Figure 2.1.1:
Phase Unwra])])ing,
(www.Si)ringerimages.com)

i.e
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removing

all

2ti

discontinuities

Plias(' uiiwra])])iiig is one of the most important steps in many advanced imaging
teclmicines such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [29], oi)tical interferome
try [30] and satellite radar interferometry [31], where image data is encoded in the
form of a two-diniensional(2-D) fringe pattern. Two princii)al methods exist for ex
tracting information from these phase distribution maps, namely: (i) shifting fringes
through known phase intervals as descriljed above and (ii) Fonrier transformation
of a single pattern containing carrier fringes [32]. In l)oth cases ])hase values he in
the range [—tt, tt] and the wrapped i)hase cannot be used until the 27r discontinuities
are removed.

2.2

Spatial Phase Unwrapping

The standard method of phase unwra])ping is to perform a spatial coni])arison of
l)hase values at neighboring pixels. Consider the following phase map shown in Fig
ure 2.2.1. Given a i)hase value at i)ixel P, the phase value at any other ])ixel, in this
case i)oint (J, can be easily calculat(Hl by the counting number of ‘In discontinuities
along any i)ath l)etween these two points.

Figure 2.2.1: Spatial j:)hase unwrai)ping. The phase value at pixel Q relative to pixel
P is de])endent on i)ath taken.
Denote <1>(2) as the sequence of phase values along any path and D{i) the number
of 2k discontinuities between any two adjacent pixels i — 1 and z, where i = 0,..., N,
then D{i) can be calculated to the nearest integer as

Oil) =

T(z) - T(z - 1)
2k

(2.2.1)

Phase change between two adjacent j^ixels z — 1 and z should be in the range
[—tt.tt]. In the case the value of D(z) is outside this range, there must be a 2k
17

(lisroiitiiluily (jiinip) lietweeii those two ])ixels, resulting D{i) to take value either
+ 1 or —1. The total inuiibei of (liscontiimities can be summed up as
N

T = Y^D(i)

(2.2.2)

A j)hase unwrapping i)roeedure can l)e performed along any path. The simplest
method involves unwrapping each row, then l)y unwrapping along any column rows
are adjusted relative to one another. In the ideal situation this is the fastest method.
The presence of noise may cause unwrai)ping errors. This can be illustrated in
Figure 2.2.1, in which the break of the phase due to noise in the center of t he map
causes the total number of discontinuities along ])aths A and B differ : 7A — —3
coni])ared to

= —2. Such phase errors are then propagated along rows and in

some cases accumulated, resulting in large i)hase errors in regions even away from
the noise.
A wid(' variety of solutions have been suggested to deal with unwra])])ing mis
takes. Cellular automata algorithms [33,34] use neighborhood rules, a])i)hed stxiuentially to all ])ixels, but the sp(Hxl of these algorithms is slow due to the great number
of iterations reciuired. Bone suggested in [35] that initial masking of discontinuities
should solve noise problem in automata methods. Cierloff [36] has ])roposed an al
gorithm to identify continuous regions within the i)hase map, but it does not search
explicitly for discontinuous regions.
In snnnnary, algorithms based on the spatial phase unwrapping ai)proach work
best with continuous phase nia})S and require a few, in some algorithms one, projec
tion ])atterns only. The more difficult problem is to deal with true discontinuities
in phase maps, causing false 27r values to be added or subtracted whenever a phase
jump is detected. For the work presented in this thesis, complex surfaces with dis
continuities are considered. Therefore spatial i)hase unwrapping methods are not
apphcal)le.

2.3

Temporal Phase Unwrapping

The idea of this method is to look at each ])ixel individually to measure its phase as
a function of time, provided boundaries do not change with time (i.e. the object is
18

static). Uiiwra])])iiig is carried out along tlu' time axis for every ])ixel iii(le{)eii(leiitly.
The ability to uiiwraj) phase mai)s with boundaries and discontinuities is the main
advantage of this method.
The conce])t of the Teni])oral Phase Unwrapping method, suggested by Huntley
and Saldner in [37], is illustrated in Figure 2.3.1. A set of two dimensional 2-D phase

Figure 2.3.1: Temi)oral Phase lJnwra])])ing. Phase maps stacked forming 3-D i)hase
distribution
/y,/), (/ =: 0, ...,2:). Unwrai)])ing ])erfornied along i axis (e.g. N
R or F —>• Q)^ therefon^ avoiding bonndaric's in comparison to siiatial unwraiiping
algorithm (e.g. R —)• Q).
maps are stacked to form a 3-D phase distribution, where (f){x,y,i) is the jihase at
pixel {x. y) in Utli plnise inaj), where (/ = 0, ...,^). The temporal phase unwrapping
algorithm relies on unwrapping each pixel as a function of time, starting at t = 0.
Thendbre, n^gions with high noisi' or with boundaries will not influence other good
data jioints lyy nnwrapjiing them along ])aths, parallel to the time axis ( e.g. N

R

in Fig. 2.3.1)
Eij. 2.2.1 is extended to calculate the nninber of 27r discontinuities between two
jiixels in 3-D distribution of phase maps:

D{x,yJ)

27T

(2.3.1)

w here
A<I>(:r. y, i) = ^{x, y. t) — d>(j,;«/, t — 1)

(2.3.2)

The total number number of 27r discontinuities until z-ih })hase map can be
19

obtained as:
T{x,y,z) =

(2.3.3)
/=i

Phase maps are measured by i)liase-ste})i)iiig interferometry. A Four-step inter
ferometer was used to perform measurements. In this thesis intensity values

.... 14

are recorded with })hase steps of | in between:

4i(0 — A + A) + 2Ar Ao C:Os[d>(/) -t- (pn]i
where (f)n =

(71 —l)7r

1,...,4.

(2.3.4)

Here A,, and Aq are reference and object

l)eam amplitudes with intensities A and 1q respectively. Si)atial dependencies in
Ecp 2.3.4 and in the following calculations are droi)]:>ed for sim])lification, where
/„(/), Ir, /o:

A() arid 4>(/) are all functions of x and y. Phase maps are calcnlated

as:

<!>(/) = tan *

^^13(0.

(2.3.5:

wheix'

= IM - ij{t)
Ahe ))hase difference A<I>(/) can be calcnlated directly from

(2.3.G)
.... I4{i) and

/](/ - l),...,/4(/, - 1), (see [38]).

A4>(/) = tan -1

A/42(/)A/i3(^. — 1) — AIis{t)Al42{t — 1)
.^7i3(/,)A/i3(/, — 1) + A/42(/.)A/42(/: — 1)

(2.3.7)

It must be noted, due to tan“^ funcdion phase values of 4>(f) lie in the range
—71 < <!>(/,) < TT. It follows A4>(//) is in the range —27r < A4>(/) < 27r. Normally
A<I>(/,) is in the range —it < Ad>(^) < tt. \Mien it is outside this range a discontinuity
is crossed and must be counted. However, according to Ecp 2.3.7, A^{t) values he
automatically in the range

[—77,71],

so there is no need to count 27r discontinuities in

dividually. This means, the very last Z-th phase map can be calculated by summing
up phase differences with no further unwrapping recpiired:

4>(j-, y, z) = ^ A<I>(j’, y, /)
/=i

20

(2.3.8)

The simplicity of this algorithm makes it easy to ])rogram aricl apjily for different
ly})es of i)rol)lems. No additional requirements and no post-processing needed to
l)erform imwrapi)ing. Therefore this method can he used for phase unwrapping in
real time.

2.4

Cork Institute of Technolo^

Specular SMFP

Diffuse reflection is the reflection of light from a surface sucli that an incident ray
is reflected at many angles rather than at just one angle as in the case of specular
reflection 2.4.1. Polished metals can reflect light specularly with great efficiency (the
reflecting material of mirrors usually is aluminum or silver).

Figure 2.4.1; Diffuse and specular reflection from a glossy surface
The SMFP technique is a well established mechanism for measuring diffuse sur
faces. Fringes arc projected directly onto the diffuse surface and distortions of the
l)atterns are captured by camera. These distortions can be directly related to the
surface profile of the diffuse surface. This is not the case with specular surfaces.
When dealing with specular surfaces, the camera captures reflections of projected
patterns only. In this instance information about surface slope and height must
be recovered from images. The fringe reflection methodology measures the surface
slope and the height profile is determined by integration of the slope.
The case of discontinuous specular surfaces is even more problematic. Discontin
uous surfaces can have similar slopes but no information about their absolute height
is inferred in most technicjues of phase unwrapping. Therefore most of the existing
methods can only be used for cjualitative inspection and not for absolute slope and
21

b \\^
■v

height iiieasureiiieiit. However, the slope-height problem in this case is crucial for
investigation and directly related to the aim of this research ])roject.
TIkj classical height-slope problem is shown in Fig. 2.4.2. Here, the reflective
snrfac(' under test has discontinnous regions with })oints H, B and C on the surface
(Fig. 2.4.2 a). Looking from the camera point of view, points A and B he on the same
line (Fig. 2.4.2 b), therefore their absolute heights //i and H2 cannot be measured
direct Iv-

Figure 2.4.2: Height-Slope problem: a) a discontinnous reflective surface with points
A,B and C having heights //i,
and Hs respectively; b) points A and B ap])ear
to be on the same line from tlu' camera’s i)oint of view [40]
The methods to get around the slope-height problem include Teni])oral Phase
Unwrap])ing [37] and Stereo-Deflectometry [40], which measures the surface normals
(not the slope) from two different directions. The Stereo-Deflectometry method is
bas(Hl on introducing second camera into the system. The idea is to focus both cam
eras on the same point on object’s surface, with the two cameras imaging different
points on the screen. This extra iiieasnrement point helps to remove the slope-height
ambiguity for specular surfaces. These are just two examples of the multitude of
methodologies [41] that exist to solve this problem. However, there is no commer
cialized ins])ection system on the market, which deals with discontinuous specular
surfaces using methods described above.
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2.5

Motivation

Ol)tical element mamifactnriiig reciuires high ])recisioii tools and also high precision
inspection (~lnni height resolution). In high volume optical element mannfactnre,
elements are often cast from moulds which are created from a master stamp. The
master is machined on a Comjiiiter numerical controlled(CNC) lathe [42] and must
be inspected at regular intervals to determine the surface profile and its deviation
from specification. The (piality and topography of the master surface impact greatly
on th(' oi)1ical characteristics of the hnish('d })roduc1. To avoid damaging the oi)tical
surface during ins])ection a non-contact techniciue is desired. The master surfac'e
is typically highly specular and as such cannot be measured using standard struc
tured light projection techni(iues. Systems currently in use include coherent and
white light interferometry [43].

However these systems are extremely expensive

(over $l()()k), vibration sensitive, cumbersome and time consnming. Similarly, prob
lems arise where the surface under test is dis(X)ntinuons or has large-sloi)e surfaces,
which gives rise to positional ambiguities [44]. The motivation for this j)roject is to
develo]) a reasonable cost non-(‘ontact inspection system that generates an unam
biguous surface prohle for discontinuous surfaces with nanometer resolution.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
The sclieiiiatic diagraiii of the setup is displayed in Fig. 3.0.1. The general niethodology behind this experiment is descril)ed in Section 1.4. The test object is positioned
on an oi)tical table using an AT'Z-stage to allow small positioned adjnstinents to
!)(} made when focusing the caiiK'ra. Digitally generated fringe i)atterns are jorojected onto the screen using a data i)rojector and captured by the camera, which is
focused on the siirfac'e of the object. Images acfiuired by the camera are then used
to ])('rform ])has(' unwrap])ing by an in-house developed software.
A ])rograni was written using IVational Instruments’ LabVIEW software (c) con
trolled each stage of the ex])('rinient.

3.1

Equipment

Choosing the right equipiiKuit is crucial for the i)urpose of this study, therefore
hardware components were carefully identified. The main components of the system
are: tlie projection unit, the high resolution camera with telecentric lens for image
acxiuisition and the high spec PC to run the software on. The camera and lens
were chosen to achieve the recjuired si)atial resolution accordingly, l)ut there was no
obvious dioice for the projecdion unit initially. A couple of different projection units
were investigated. Firstly, an LCD monitor was used to display images, but the light
flux intensity incident on a sample coming from the monitor was not sufficient to
provide good images. LCD Projector (Hitachi CP-s22(); 800 lumens; contrast ratio
200:1) was considered as the next candidate for i)rojecting the patterns and it proved
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3D reconstruction of
the obiect

Personal Computer

LCD Projector

Figun' .‘3.0.1: F;xi)orimeiiia] setup
to be accept able, although the contrast was still low desjute increasing shutter oi)en
time on the camera. The generated fringe patterns were jrrojected onto a flat white
surface (she^et of })aper attached to vertical stand) located centimeters away from
the test objects reflective surface. By the reflections of patterns from sheet of paper
onto test object recjuired intensity was estimated. The problem of ])rojecting fringe
j)atterns onto a flat white surface via a projection unit gives nunierous calibration
issues, including precise determination of projected })hase values at each pixel and
exact ])osition of those ])ixels. The i)robleni of good projection unit will be addressed
in detail in the Section 5.1.2.
The prototype non-contact profiler constructed consisted of a AVT Guppy F503
camera, which has 2.2 micron square pixels along with an OptoEngineering TC09
IX telecentric lens. This camera has a field of view of 6.4mm x 4.8mm. Theoretical
lateral resolution for the system is 4.4 microns for IX magnification. The resolution
was tested using an USAF 1951 Resolution target (Fig. 3.1.1 a and b) and shown to
be 181 li)/nnn or 5.5 microns/])ixel. The whole system mounted on an optical table
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to insure that it was isolated during the iiieasureiueiit i)rocess.

RESOLVING POWER TEST TARGET

“2

-I

'E'"

III

III

6=111

USAF-I95I

b)

a)

c)

Figure 3.1.1: a)USAF 1951 Resolution Target; b)USAF 1951 Resolution Target
Grouj^s 6 and 7 imaged with Guppy F503 and IX teleceiitric lens; c) Plot of intensity
values across the Grou]) 7, elements 3 and 4.
The height resolution required is down to mu range. This will ])rovide enough
iiiformatioii to ])ick iq) even the smallest changes in height between })ixels. From [45]
height resolution Ah of the camera-lens system can be calculated as:

Ah = NA
=

X

pcam X Phase Re sohdion

X pcarn X PhaseResoIutioTi

where NA is the numeric aperture, pcain is the camera i)ixel size and K is the
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f-iiiiiiiber of the lens, K =

and i)liase resolntion is of magnitude

As can be

seen from the Tal)ie 3.1 the tlieoreticai height resolution for the developed cameralens system is O.G inn.
Table 3.1: System characteristics
Magni
fication

Field of
\^iew [mnP]

Lateral res.
[/an/pixel]

f/#

Depth of
Field [mm]

NA

Ah
[mil]

1.00

G.4

5.5

17.3

±0.3

0.02890

O.G

3.2

X

4.8

Software

Shape measiiremeiit using digital fringe projections is very promising in the field of
non-contact 3-D measnrement due its many ontstanding features. However, being
a relatively new techniipu', it is in the develoiinumt stage and the full potential
of this method is still to be ex])loited. Industries are willing to invest money into
research of SMTP, but to make it more attract ive for in-line 3-D surface measnrement
ap])lications iniiirovenients are iiei'ded in the following asjiects:
• Measnrement s])eed
• Accuracy
• Conii)l(^x shape handling
• Dealing with reflective surfaces
• Ease of calibration
One way to achieve these goals is to improve the hardware. For example, to use
projectors and cameras with higher resolntion and liigher signal-to-noise ratio to
ini])rove meastirement accuracy; and to einpkry better synchronization lietween the
jirojector and the camera to reduce measnrement time. However, improving the
hardware is not always heliifnl and on the other hand it may increase system cost as
well. Another a])proach for achieving these goals is to develop l)etter mathematical
models and algorithms for SMFP systems.
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Measiireiiieiit speed of SMFP mainly depends on three crucial ])oints: (?') iH'ojection and cai)lnring of fringe i)atlerns, {ii) fringe analysis and [in) surface reconstrnctioii ])rocess from acquired images. Generally speaking, fringe projection methods
that yield Ix^tter results, rt'qnire more projection patterns. Also, these algorithms
must be cai)al)le of dealing with surface discontimhties. From a hardware point of
view, high frame refreshing rate is required for the projection, short exposure time
for the camera and good synchronization between them. From the metrology point
of view, it is a mnst-have feature for any SMFP algorithm to give the nncertainty
of ineasnrement along with a result. Taking into account all recphred components.

Calibration
L«
1

Camera

*

Projector

‘

System

Projection & Capture
* Generation of fringes
^ Projection
«

Caption

Fringe analysis
’ Error detection
* Phase unwrapping

Surface Reconstruction

L^ Slope to height

Figure 3.2.1: Flow diagram of the experiment procedure.
software was develo})ed in LabVIEW. The main ])rogram is written in the form of
State Machine, where each state of the i)rocess is executed after the previous state
has been conii)leted. This architectural form of software design allows adding or
removing additional stages with great ease (e.g. calibration needs to be performed
only oiK'c and may be ski})p(Hl (hiring snbse(iiient inns). It consist of mmierons
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siihVIs (LabVlEW' (xiiiivaleiit to “subroutines” in other j^rograniniiiig laiignages),
reusing of which simplifies program design and maintenance. A high level pseudo
algorithm is re])resented in Fig. 3.2.1.

3.3

Calibration

Any measurement eciuipment needs to l:)e calibrated in order to achieve accurate
measurement results. For the ])urpose of this project the whole system must be
calibrated with a high degree of j)recision. Fach part must be calibrated individu
ally. therefore the calibration stage is si)ht into three individual ])arts: (i) camera
calibration, (?/) projector calibration and (iri) geometric calibration of the entire
systemi. Fach of these steps is independent and can l)e improved separately (see
Fig. 3.3.1).

Projector Calibration
Camera Calibration

Geometric System
Calibration

Figure 3.3.1: System Calibration.
Most calibration methods rely on a precise determination of the camera and pro
jector locations and do not explicitly account for the distortions of both projection
and imaging optics. The latter can become a major issue, where the aberrations are
either unidentified or known to severely impact the final result. The former argu
ment c-an also be decisive to final accuracy, when even the smallest change l)etween
projector and camera i)ositions can result in erroneous measurements.
For the pur])ose of this ex])erinient, the camera-projector calibration technique
described by M.Kiiauer, J.Kaminski and G. llausler in [40] was employed. Although
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iht' (■alil)ratioii of the entire syst.eni is out of scope of this project, the full descrip
tion of cahl)ration stagers are ])rovi(led below and will be iinpleinented with new
eqni])nient.

3.3.1

Projection Unit Calibration

The inaiii ])nri)ose of the ])rojection unit is to project vertical and horizontal fringes
onto the screen. Let (pi denote the phase for the vertical fringes and

'^2

for the

horizontal fringes. Then for each ])oint p on the screen there exists a unique pair of
phases. The screen coordinate system is then defined as Sp with Xpijp plane parallel
to the screen. A two dimensional fmictioii
f Xp

V Up

(3.3.1)

which provides the correct })osition of the measnred point must be found. To find
this })articular fuiK'tion, an aluminium ])late with n holes of known diameter and
known i)ositions must be us('d. The i)late to be tightened to the projector unit and
phas(^ valiK's must be measuif'd at the center of the holes when the ])rojector is on.
Measurcal ])hase values p2

position .s'*, is to be recorded for each

^2

hole. A gaussian least-square fit may then used to approximate function / for all
points [5].

3.3.2

Camera Calibration

There are numerous methods that exist to perform camera calibration.

A self

calibrating method based on an extended pinhole camera model, described by Fraser
in [46], was deployed. A new coordinate system Sc is introduced and aligned with
camera plane, where the origin o of the coordinate system is located at the projective
center of the camera.
In an ideal ]Dinhole camera model, all points located along straight line a = 0 + t-v
would be seen at the ])oint n. In reality, since the camera system is not ideal, the
camera lens images all these i)oints at pixel in. Therefore, a correction function
7na

9:

(3.3.2)

nu
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o

Correction function g

Figure 3.3.2: Extended camera pinhole model.
is reciiiired to calculate exact i)ositions of nr and the corresponding vector v for every
pixel n. Full description of the complete correction function can be found in [46].
After camera calibration, a vector e for each corrected pixel is defined in camera
coordinate system Sc ■

3.3.3

Geometric Calibration

After the jrrojector and (‘aiiiera are calibratcal in their own coordinate systems,
the next sle]) is to transfer both of them into a single “world” coordinate system
6b,. Initially, a traiislormation matrix Mu,c must b(' cakailated from the camera to
“world coordinates”. giving
Sw =

(3.3.3)

This may l)e done by defining the world coordinates system with a set of marks
machined on tlu' surface of a flat mirror. Tlu; j)recise ])osition

and size of each

mark is known. By analyzing cai)tured image, for each mark corresponding pixel pi
may be obtained, and therefore vector u* can be calculated (Fig. 3.3.3). All this data
provides enough information to perform camera resection, meaning to find matrix
Mu<c which transforms j)oints

into rl located on u*. Taking into account the

correction ]:)rocedure described in the previous section, points located not exactly
on the rays t'l^ but at some distance d, from the rays

This distance can be

minimized using the formula:
nS X r i \ \‘^
i=\
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(3.3.4)

This reduces to Mcrv = AL.J and defines a vector v^, in world coordinates. The
Pc

Screen

Observed points

q

#

Marked mirror

b)

a)

Figure 3.3.3: 2-step geometric calibration: a) position of the camera estimated using
camera resection method; b) Screen position ol)tained with screen resect ion method
next step is to perform screen resection. The process of screen resection is sketched
in Figure 3.3.3 1). Since the ])rojector is already calibrated, the position of points ql
for any vector v' are known, therefore matrix

can be obtained. The matrix

(hTiu's th(' transformatioii from the camera to tlu^ scn'cn coordinate system. Tlu^
matrix A/,,,., can then Ix^ calculated as

Ar = M

-A/"’

(3.3.5)

Since the camera observes only the reflection of the pro jected pattern via the mirror,
the transformation matrix A/*,, corresponds to the position of a mirrored virtual
screen, yielding A/,,,., being

3.4

with an o])])osite sight of the z-conii)onent.

Linearity of grey scale values

The projected intensity values that are captured by the camera can vary due to
many factors, such as ambient light, projector bulb intensity, camera shutter speed,
camera gain and other external influences. In order to find the degree of coincidence
between projected and cai)tured grey values the following algorithm (sequence of
subVls) is employed.
The values are projected onto a screen and acquired upon reflection in a specular
l)lanar surface, a mirror in this particular case. All generated and acquired data for
each of 8-bit grey value from 0 to 255 is saved in specified folders and can be reused
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Figure 3.4.1: Sequence of subVIs to find degree of correspondence between projected
and captured grey scale values
if nect'ssary.

In addition LabVIEW automatically handles any error during the

execution when a VI runs.
The following subroutines are used at this stage of the process:

Digital generation of grey values from ()(])lack) to 255(white).
CD

Projecting and capt uring grey values using camera snap shot function.

Saving ca])tured images.

Finding degree of coincidence between i)rojected and captured grey
values.
The outcome can be ol)served in Fig. 3.4.2.

Here the mean values for both

sets of i^rojected and captured grey values are determined and plotted versus each
other. Ideally the graph should be a straight line at 45° thorough the origin, where
the grey values projected on screen would match exactly captured by camera grey
values, but due to the nunierous optical reasons and settings of equipment mentioned
previously this is almost always not the case in general. For best performance, the
working range [50,150] is chosen and a lookup table is generated for the reference
(see Fig. 3.4.3). The working range is chosen according to the test results and will
differ for each experimental setup. Linearized sine waveform with amplitude values
50 < A < 150 is rei)resented in Fig. 3.4.4.
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Lookup table

90

110

Projecting on screen

Figure 3.4.3: Lookup table
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Figure 3.4.4; Line wave profile before and after linearisation

3.5

Generation of Projection Patterns

The fringe i)atterns are used to obtain phase maps of the measured object. Ac
curacy and coverage of the phase maps directly influence the final measurement
results. Many error sources could affect the accuracy of phase maps, such as noise
in the iniag(' or ini])erfect light j)rojection. Eventually all these errors contribute to
the })ixel intensity levels. The goal is to maximize the accuracy and minimize the
absolute magnitudes of the image' intensity errors.
The subVl used to generate horizontal (vertical generated in very similar way)
fringe patterns is shown in Fig. 3.5.1. To ])erforni the fringe generation, a path to
a file location to save the generated images, the amount of sets required and size in
both vertical and horizontal dimension must be set.
The fringe patterns can be generated during th(^ measurement process, slowing
down the experimental speed, or created and saved in advance at a predefined file
location and called on request. The filename for each fringe self incorporates the
frecpiency, fringe number and direction (vertical or horizontal).
It was discovered exi)erinientally, that in order for temporal unwrapping algo
rithm to work correctly for a given setup, the generated sets must start from
less than a full period width. For simplicity, half of the period width is taken
as an initial point. The ste]) size was chosen to be |, i.e the 2nd set will have one
period fringe only, the 3rd - one and a half and so on.
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3.6

Projection and Capture

The digitally generated fringes are projected via the projection unit onto a flat
white snrface(i.e. ])rojection screen), located only a few centimeters away from the
object. Fringe reflections from the object’s surface are then c'aptnred hy camera.
The ex])erimental setup is re])resented schematically in Fig. 3.6.1.The whole process

Li. • ’• . . T * JLlJl

Camera

Object
Projection Unit

Figure 3.6.1: Generation of horizontal fringes. In the uj)i)er images, the camera and
l)rojection screen can be seen in the u])])er half of the images and the molding pin
and holder is in the lower half of the image. The bottom image is an illustrated
representation of the actual hardware setuj).
of projecting and capturing fringes is controlled hy a single subVI, the structure of
which schematically described in Fig. 3.6.2.
This subVI may be split into three stages: firstly, the user dehnes the file location
for generated in advance images and the hie location to save pictures acquired by
camera; secondly, the screen and camera are tested; and thirdly, the looj) of projec
tion and capturing is e^xecuted until the very last image is processed. For simplicity
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Setting screen bounds

Choosing location
of generated fringes

For each image
Start & check camera

Choosing location to
save captured images

..

4
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User Input
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1
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V
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Camera snap shot
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Figure} 3.G.2: Projection

Save image

Capture flow diagram

horizontal and vertical images are saved in the same location. Both horizontal and
vertical images are required to ])erform surface reconstruction.
Also, the number of fringe sets for projection must be defined. Depending on
the height resolution required, this number can differer for various types of tests.
For exam])le, to actiuin' gen(}ral data (shape, size) of the object under te}st, only a
few sets of fringes will be sufficient.
To reduce th(' cak’ulation time, one may reduce the image to a region of interest
only. This (‘an Ix' achiewed ])y ('dge deUx'tion and masking.

3.7

Phase Unwrapping

Once the i)rocess of ])rojection and ca])ture of fringes is done, the next stejj of the
l)rocess is to perform phase unwraj)i)ing. This is the most crucial step and is the
heart of the whole })rocess. Unwraj^ping is performed by the Teni])oral method,
which is descril:)ed in detail in Section 2.3. The idea is once again schematically
ju'esented in Fig. 3.7.1. Tnwra})ping is done along the time axis where each point is
unwrai)])ed indei)endently from other points, therefore errors do not i)ropagate (see
Figure 4.2.6 for comi)arison).
Referring to the Section 2.3, the process of tenq)oral unwrapping is done by
summing up phase differences between consecutive sets of phase maps (see Eq. 2.3.7
and Eq. 2.3.8). To use these formulas, each image (phase map) must be represented
as a 2-D array of j^ixels. Each element of this array is an intensity value at that
])articular i)ixel and is in the range from 0 to 255. The phase-unwrapi)ing method is
then applied to each phase maj) in order to compute the final phase, which is in fact
38

Unwrapping
along
time axis t

Figure 3.7.1: Projection

Capture flow diagram with final unwrapped Z-th phase

iiiai)

the v('rv last unwrai)ped Z-th niaj). Again, the process is repeated for orthogonal
(vertic'al and horizontal) phase maps and results are recorded.
Figure 3.7.2 l)elow represc'iits the structural diagram of the subVl to perform
phase unwra])])iug.
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Chapter 4
Results
Tlu^ (levelo})e(l soft ware was tested on a imiiiber of objects to show its functionality
and ability to deal with different types of shapes with reflective surfaces. A imniber
of surfaces were chosen and the results of these ineasnreinents are ])resented.

4.1

Annular pin

A ])iece of metal, ai)])roxiniat('ly 13inni in diameter, with ch'arly observable marks
and scratches on the reflective surface was taken initially as a test object (Fig. 4.1.1).
The test object is essentially an aminlus in four sections.

Figure 4.1.1: Metal object (13mm in diameter) with reflective surface
A series of phase maps, of image size 400x600 pixels, for this object have been
recorded and unwrapped using the software developed for this project. The result
of the temporal i)hase unwrapping algorithm is a so called slope-map (Fig. 4.1.2 a),
which inherits information about the slope at every point on the surface. Again,
the same procedure was performed for horizontalH) and vertical(V) images to get
horizontal and vertical phase nia])s res})ectively. The cross-section cuts across the
sloi)e-nia}) in both V and H direction also ]:)rovided.
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b)

a)

Figure 4.1.2: a) Final Z-tli plia^e map; b) 3-D color map of Z-th phase map
The noisy area correspoiKling to the out of focus backgroniid is clearly seen in
Fig. 4.1.2 a. The smoother sections
• [50,150] and [290,380] in V cut
• [150.240] and [380,480] in II cut
correspond to the reflective surface and are also distinguishable is the cross-sections
of the ])hase iiia}) (see Fig. 1.1.2 and Fig. 4.1.3). For example, dips in the vertical
l)ha.se map at Pixels 90 and 115 c()rresi)ond to defects on the surface which are
clearly observable in Figure 4.1.2.
vertical cut accross phase map

AlO

230

400

Pbe«l
horizontal cut accross phase map
6

COO

Figure 4.1.3: V and II cut across phase map
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4.2

Moulding pin

The second next test object is an industrial metal nionlding pin used in lens produc
tion (Fig. 4.2.1). This pin has an aspheric reflective surface and large steps of various

Fignre 4.2.1: Moulding pin with region of interest marked as red dotted circle in the
to]) right ('orner
height between each machined section. These ste])s are clearly seen in Fig. 4.2.2,

a)

b)

d)

c)

Figure 4.2.2: 4 phase maps of the i)in, with | jdliase stej). Dust particles on camera
sensor are circled in the to]) right image.
where one set of 4 fringe images reflected by the object surface is shown.
Due to dnst on the surface of camera sensor, each of the captured images has
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additional marks (a few are circled in Fig. 4.2.2 b). Presence of dnst particles does
not influence algoritlmi procedure, but illustrates the robustness of the technique.
Distinctive defects may be neglected in lab conditions, but for the process of in
line measurements on the factory floor the camera sensor, the lens and surface of
projector unit must be spotless to replicate the real surface. The final phase map.
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Figure 4.2.3: Final slope map
constructed from horizontal sets of fringe images reflected from the pin surface is rep
resented in Fig. 4.2.3. The vertical and horizontal cross-section cuts are rej^resented
in Fig. 4.2.4
irertical cut accross phase mjp
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Figure 4.2.4: V and H cut across slope map
Additionally, a zoomed in fragment of the slope niaj) is shown in the Fig. 4.2.5
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and the unwrapped phase may be observed from different angles in parts c and
(1. The surface discontinuities in a form of stei)s l)etween annuluses can l)e clearly
distinguished. These correspond to the pulse-like peaks in the cross sections in
Figure 4.2.4.
2592 pixels

0)

X

C)

d)

Figure 4.2.5: a) Unwra])ped i)hase map; b) zoomed in fragment; c) and d) fragment
of phase map from different angles
In comi)arison to the tem})oral unwrapi)ing method, spatial unwrap])ing dramat
ically fails to perform the unwrap])ing of the moulding pin. This is clearly illustrated
in Fig. 4.2.6. Here unwrapi)ing is done, as i)reviously described in Section 3.7, by
searching for 27t jumps between consecutive ])ixels along each row (or column). Any
error encountered is i)ropagated along the entire row (column).
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Figure 4.2.6: S])atial ])hase unwrapping by comparison of neighboring pixels
The temporal ])hase unwrapping algorithm used in this work to perform unwrap
ping was successfully implemented. The robustness of the procedure when dealing
with reflective surfaces with real discontinuities have been shown. The final phase
maps obtained after ])erforniing ])hase unwrapping can be used to retrieve the real
slope and height data. Additional research must be done in this area in order to
solve height-slo})e amljiguity for the fringe reflectometry technique and determine
the 3-D surface map.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1

Overview

The rcsoarch work ])reseiite(l in this thesis focnscHl on the following issues which were
snccessfnlly iinpleinented:
• Develo])inent of a syst('ni model and algorithms for shape iiK'asnrements
• Act ual nieasnrements
Work presented in this tlu'sis brings intellednal contributions in the following
areas:
Mathematical model and shape measurement algorithm

• Based on a fringe i)rojection lh(^ theoretical model for shape iiK^asnremenl
])rocednre a Lal)VlEW i)rograni was written.
• Algorithms used to develoj) this software })rovide a mathematical basis re(jihred to achieve high-accuracy shai)e measurements. Taking advantage
of high processing ])ower of todays personal coni])nters, the })hase-shifting
method was fully exi)loited.
• Linear relation was demonstrated between the number of i)rojected ])atterns recjuired for ])hase reconstruction and the (jnality of the hnal ])hase
Ilia]), resulting in ojitimization of measurement speed.
• The algorithm was shown to work satisfactorily with different test olijects
and can easily handle object discontinuities.
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• Generation of fringes
• Image ])rojeetion and eai)tnring
• Phase Unwrai)ping
• Slope ina]) visnalizalion
Foundation for using projection patterns in SMFP

Issues, such as iiieasnrement procedure, requirements for algorithm design and
system calibration are discussed. A fully automated algorithm for generation,
projection and capt ure of digital fringes of various periods and size was develoj)ed.
Software design

A fully fnnetional ])rograni was written in LabVlEW in the form of state
machine. All stages of the shai)e-nieasnrenient i)rocess are indei)endent and
can be easily manipnlated, i.e. adding or removing additional fnnetions is
possible. A user friendly interface and simple intuitive controls have been
designed to sim])lify oi)erational use.

5.1.1

Industrial impact

Sha])e measnrements by fringe i)rojection is a relatively new technicpie and has been
increasingly used in many industrial applications, inclnding quality control, parts
insi^ection and 3-D digital components replication. Results re])orted in this thesis
can be used to ini])rove performance and features of existing industrial applications
and possibly may be exploited to be useful in other areas. Some benefits of this
work are outlined below, as well as the specific improvements that may need to be
made:
Easier system calibration

The calibration ])rocess of the whole system is relatively sim])le but can be
])otentially ini})roved to achieve greater iiieasnrement accuracy. This could
result in faster measnrement speed and a better overall user experience.
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Better measurement accuracy

The algoritliiiis and results (lescril)e(l in this work provide an accurate mod
eling of a SMTP system. This system has the potential to achieve very high
measurement accuracy, which would interest and satisfy many industrial part
ners.
Lower system cost

The research work conducted to submit this thesis concentrated on SMTP
systems with low-cost com])onents, i.e. the whole system cost should be much
lower than of any current commercial system. As mentioned })revioiisly, the
main conii)onents of the systenn are a projector, digital camera and high spec
PC. The low cost of the system should increase it potential for wide usage in
industry.
Estimation of measurement uncertainties

In general, th(' uncertainties in SIVIFP systems vary according to the ])arts be
ing measured. For t he ])nr])ose of in-line ins])ection and (inality cont rol, various
3-D leatnres of the object need to be obtained and analyzed. Dei)ending on
whether the object under test is within defined specifications or not, it will
!)(' marked as defective or non-defective. A pro])er estimation of measurement
uncertainties will ensure that each decision made to accei)t or rt^ject a i)art
can be fully trusted.

5.1.2

Future Work

W'hen dealing with high precision equipment the continual goals are reducing error
sources and increasing measurement accuracy. Also, the aim is to keej) s^'steni cost
as low as possible.
Based on this feasibility study work was conducted in the Centre for Advanced
Photonics and Process Analysis (CAPPA) for a local industrial comjjany. The study
was to investigate if the lateral resolution obtainable as described in this work with
the curnmt camera,-i)rojector unit setup would give enough information to resolve
the i)roliles of the next generation pins })roduced by this company. Currently to
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determine the profile of the pin an interferometer and a contact profiler are used,
the advantages and disadvantages of which are covered in Chapter 1.
The feasibility study report showed the lateral resolution of the proposed system
was slightly lower than that required but had scope to be improved further, a full
research proposal was written and has been granted to CAPPA to develop an in
line non-contact surface profiler suited for the measurement of arbitrary reflective
surfaces with discontinuities.
New equipment parts have been recently ordered and will be implemented in the
near future to improve the lateral resolution of the current profiler and push it below
4 microns, including a MMC-60M-C camera with a resolution of 2208x3000 pixels
and 3.5x3.5//m square pixels and an Opto-engineering TC4M09 telecentric lens.

b)

Figure 5.1.1: a) HEO 0017 projection kit with transmissive display; b) MMC-60M-C
camera; c) Opto-engineering TC4M09 telecentric lens
The problem of an ideal projection unit for our system has been briefly discussed
in section 3.1. To overcome the issue of projecting the required light intensity for
performing fringe projection a new LCX017 OEM projection kit has been obtained.
It will be used to control a transmissive micro display with polarized incident light.
The display has a resolution of 1024x768 pixels and 1.8’ size along the main diagonal.
The signal is addressed via a DVI-D (Digital Visual Interface - Digital) by a PC
graphics card. Such a transmissive display is very compact in comparison to typical
projector unit. In a situation, where the measurement system must be embedded in
already functioning machinery, the size and weight of the system is critical.
Using [45] the theoretical height resolution of the system has been calculated
and detailed in table 5.1:
Following the research work described in this thesis, additional research needs
be conducted in the following areas:
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Table 5.1: System characteristics
Magnification

Field of
View [mm^]

f/#

Depth of
Field [mm]

N.A.

Ah
[nm]

2.00

5.3

22

±0.3

0.0225

0.7

X

3.9

Improvement of system calibration procedure

The calibration procedure suggested in this work involves separate calibration
of the camera, projector unit and geometrical calibration of the whole sys
tem. This process is time consuming and since it consists of separate parts,
additional errors may be introduced and accumulate at each stage. There
are number of commercially available software programs, which can perform
camera-projector unit calibration with a high degree of accuracy. This may
be an option for a future system calibration for this project.
Developing fully working prototype

The developed in-house software and connected hardware have been tested
in lab conditions only. Also, software developed for this project is still at
development stage and constantly being improved.
Influence of system components on measurement uncertainties

Different configurations of the system will result in change of system accura
cies. the estimation of the influence of system parameters on measurement
uncertainties can be used to achieve specific results.
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